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ICE MILLER’S ANNUAL DIVERSITY & INCLUSION REPORT

Diversity & Inclusion
Annual Report

INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to share Ice Miller’s 2020 Annual Diversity & Inclusion Report. This report provides an overview
of our progress toward becoming a more diverse, equitable and inclusive workplace, where everyone feels a
sense of belonging, is treated fairly and has the opportunity to perform at their highest potential.
This past year was replete with disruption, uncertainty and hardship. And although we experienced some difficult
setbacks, we also continued to make meaningful progress on our diversity and inclusion strategic plan while
partnering with industry leading experts to effectuate systemic change in our talent management practices.
In July, we began participating in the Mansfield Rule 4.0 certification program alongside other top law firms
across the country. As we continue our journey to becoming a more inclusive and diverse workplace, this
initiative is one more tool to help us grow and manage our talent pipeline to ensure our Firm reflects the
diversity of our clients and our client’s customers. We also completed a two-year bias audit study of our
partner-track evaluation process with expertise from the The WorkLife Law Center, a research and advocacy
organization at the UC Hastings College of the Law, which seeks to advance gender and racial equity in the
workplace. We set out to create a more objective and transparent evaluation process, and the results of the
study show we achieved significant gains in both areas.
Finally, this past summer, our country once again witnessed senseless anti-Black violence that laid bare the
ongoing systemic racism that pervades our society. Our Firm community responded to the racial reckoning in
a variety of ways, including the launch of our Racial Justice Task Force whose mission is to amplify the legal
rights and voices of people and communities of color to create an environment where opportunities in and
access to the legal, social and economic systems are equitable. We also came together to further our collective
understanding of equity and allyship with Firm-wide learning opportunities on antiracism and creating a racially
just workplace.
Ice Miller remains fully committed to this work and our Firm showed tremendous flexibility and resilience in
pursuing our diversity, equity and inclusion objectives in 2020. Thank you to all of our team members for
continuing on this path and special thanks to Greg Gorospe and Heather James for their continued leadership
of our 2020 Diversity & Inclusion Council.
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COUNCIL STAFF SUBCOMMITTEE

In 2020, we created our inaugural Diversity & Inclusion Council Staff Subcommittee. The Subcommittee
brings together staff members across multiple offices to champion the Firm’s diversity and inclusion work and
engage in policy, program and people development in support of the Firm’s diversity and inclusion strategy.
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LEADERSHIP
COUNCIL ON LEGAL
DIVERSITY

BUILDING A BETTER
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The Firm continued its participation
with the Leadership Council on Legal
Diversity (LCLD), a preeminent legal
industry organization comprised
of more than 350 corporate legal
officers and law firm managing
partners, working to build a more
open and diverse legal profession.

The Firm named Simone Park, an
associate in our Litigation Group to
be a member of the 2020 Pathfinder
Class and Ashley Scurlock, a law
student at the Indiana University
Maurer School of Law as our 2020 1L
LCLD Scholar.

In January, partner Stephen
Reynolds and 2017 LCLD Fellow

EVALUATION PROCESS

In 2020, Ice Miller completed a
two-year bias audit study of our
partner-track evaluation process
with expertise from The WorkLife
Law Center, a research and advocacy organization at UC Hastings College of
the Law, which seeks to advance gender and racial equity in the workplace.
The project started with The WorkLife Law Center auditing the Firm’s 2018
annual evaluation comments for implicit bias. The Firm then set out to re-design
its partner-track evaluation process using The WorkLife Law Center’s bias
interrupters model, which are tweaks to basic business systems that interrupt
implicit bias and help level the playing field.
In 2019, partner Terri Czajka, Chief Talent Acquisition Officer Susan
Schonfeld, Director of Attorney Development Reva Pollack and Director of
Diversity & Inclusion Kristen Matha led the development and implementation
of the new evaluation process. The new system includes a partner-track
competency model, which provides transparency around the milestones and
expectations for progression, enhanced implicit bias training and resources
for each phase of the process and re-designed evaluation forms to elicit more
objective and constructive feedback.
The Firm then re-engaged The WorkLife Law Center to audit the Firm’s 2019
annual evaluation comments in order to measure the effectiveness of the new
system. The results from the second study showed that we achieved significant
gains in creating a more objective and transparent evaluation process.

co-hosted a city-wide Fellows and
Pathfinder networking event in
Indianapolis with Ann Chen, Assistant
General Counsel at Eli Lilly and
Company.
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DIVERSITY LAB’S MANSFIELD RULE 4.0
In July, Ice Miller began participating in the industrywide Mansfield 4.0 certification program alongside other
top law firms across the country. The Firm’s involvement is led by Partner Myra Selby, Chief Talent Acquisition
Officer Susan Schonfeld, Director of Attorney Recruiting Debbie Atlas and Director of Diversity & Inclusion
Kristen Matha.

The Mansfield Rule measures whether law firms have considered lawyers from historically underrepresented
groups for significant governance roles, lateral openings and promotions. The goal of the Mansfield Rule is
to boost the representation of lawyers from historically underrepresented groups in law firm leadership by
broadening the pool of candidates considered for these opportunities.
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STRENGTHENING OUR CULTURAL PROFICIENCY

AND INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP SKILLS
The Firm continued its engagement with local diversity and inclusion-focused organizations to build
relationships and enhance learning opportunities.
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In August, Ice Miller sponsored Indy Pride’s
LGBTQ+ Career Support Event Series. Ashley
Davis, Staff Hiring & Development Supervisor,
led the Firm’s partnership and facilitated a
workshop on navigating the interview process in
a virtual world.
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In 2020, the Firm continued to offer learning opportunities to engage team
members throughout our offices.
In May, we hosted a panel discussion that explored COVID-19 disparities
and their impact on communities of color. The topics discussed included
job loss disparities facing communities of color, racial disparities in social
distancing and face covering enforcement, rural-urban technology gaps
and the rising toll on mental health. The panel featured of counsel Heather
Adams and partners Reena Bajowala, Guillermo Christensen, Matt
Miller and Myra Selby.
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In September, Ice Miller
welcomed Michelle Silverthorn,
diversity speaker, culture change
expert and founder of Inclusion
Nation. She gave a dynamic
talk on how to create a racially
just workplace and shared her
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10 rules for allyship and justice.
Silverthorn and partner Heather
James concluded the program

Over the summer and fall, team members from across the Firm came
together to enhance their understanding of antiracism, equity and justice
through readings and small group dialogue. The first program featured Dr.
Ibram X. Kendi’s book “How to Be an Antiracist” and the second program
featured the American Bar Association Section of Labor and Employment
Law’s “21-day Racial Equity Habit Building Challenge” syllabus.

with an engaging audience
driven Q&A discussion.

In 2020, the Firm continued
its annual support of Lambda
Legal, a national organization
committed to achieving
full recognition of the civil
In June, the Diversity & Inclusion Council hosted an Ice Miller
Juneteenth Celebration and Day of Solidarity. Programs included a
Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture
virtual tour, a National Lawyers Guild legal observer and know-yourrights training and a panel presentation that explored Juneteenth and
shared beliefs about slavery and its aftermath. The Firm panel featured
partners Myra Selby, Freedom Smith and Steven Washington and
patent agent Stephen Farris.

rights of LGBTQ people. In
September, team members
were offered special access to
two programs featuring Lambda
Legal attorneys and other
equality advocates, “LGBTQ
People In The Workplace:
Understanding the Impact of
the Supreme Court’s Decisions”
and “Transgender Rights:
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Understanding the Current
Legal Landscape.”

SUPPORTING OUR HISTORICALLY
UNDERREPRESENTED ATTORNEYS
In 2020, Ice Miller expanded several initiatives to support the engagement and growth of
our historically underrespresented attorneys.

Paula T. Edgar, Esq., a partner with Inclusion Strategy
Solutions LLC, facilitated Engage Your Hustle, an empowering,
inspirational, and confidence-building mindset, encouraging
diverse professionals to strategically invest in their careers and
to effectively build a strong personal brand.

Dr. Jonathan Shepherd, Chief Medical Director with Hope
Health Systems, Inc. and President of the Black Mental
Health Alliance, led a mental health and well-being workshop
on the effects of race-related stress and trauma as well as
coping techniques.

The Firm achieved Women in Law Empowerment Forum
(WILEF) Gold Standard Certification in 2020, which
demonstrates that women represent a meaningful percentage
of our equity partners, of our highest leadership positions,
our governance and compensation committees and our most
highly compensated partners.

The Firm achieved 100 percent on the Human Rights
Campaign Corporate Equality Index, which evaluates
LGBTQ-related policies and practices including nondiscrimination workplace protections, domestic partner
benefits, transgender-inclusive health care benefits,
competency programs and public engagement with the
LGBTQ community.
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The Diversity & Inclusion Council completed a Firm-focused women’s retention study, which was led by an
internal task force comprised of managing partner Kristine Bouaichi and partners Bill Barath, Heather
James, Alice Kelly and Myra Selby. The study solicited feedback from both current and former Ice Miller
women attorneys on their experiences at the Firm and analyzed progression and attrition data for women
overall and women of color. The study will inform the Firm’s multi-year strategy for retaining and advancing
women attorneys.
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In September, the Diversity & Inclusion Council hosted an internal panel discussion, “Women in the Law:
Overcoming Barriers,” which featured partners Reena Bajowala, Alyson Fiedler, Christl Glier and Diane
Menashe and was moderated by of counsel Heather Adams.
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Throughout 2020, our office-based women attorney, principal and patent agent office groups, led by partners
Reena Bajowala, Alyson Fielder, Christl Glier and Joanne Goldhand, held virtual gatherings to promote
relationship building and connectedness, which was especially important during the remote work period.
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Our Firm-wide Diverse Attorney, Principal and Patent Agent (DAPPA) network broadened with monthly
meetings and partner-led, small-group development discussions. Further, our office-based DAPPA groups, led
by partners Isaac Colunga, Matt Miller and Freedom Smith, held virtual gatherings to promote relationship
building and connectedness which was especially important during the remote work period.
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© 2021 Ice Miller LLP – Attorney Advertising - This publication is intended for general information purposes only and does not and is not intended to constitute
legal advice. The reader should consult with legal counsel to determine how laws or decisions discussed herein apply to the reader’s specific circumstances.

CONTACT INFORMATION

To speak with us about our diversity and inclusion work, please contact:

Myra Selby
Partner-in-Charge of Diversity & Inclusion
myra.selby@icemiller.com

Kristen Matha
Director of Diversity & Inclusion
kristen.matha@icemiller.com

icemiller.com/firm/diversity-information

